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Welcome to Issue 129 of Phaser World
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2018 appears to be finishing much quicker than it started! Which I know is
ludicrous, but I can't believe this is the last issue of September already. On the
plus side, there are some awesome games to try. Mr Driller is a great official
remake of the Namco classic, Moto X3M is an insane physics biking game and
Explorer Academy is a code breaker from the new National Geographic series of
kids books. Yet again, Phaser being used in high profile places :)
Please also check out the great tutorials, the release of 3.13 and take part in the
Phaser Doc Jam!
Until the next issue keep on coding. Drop me a line if you've got any news you'd
like featured by simply replying to this email, messaging me on Slack, Discord or
Twitter.

The Latest Games

Game of the Week
Mini Mr. Driller
See how far you can dig in this beautiful official recreation of the Namco classic.

Staff Pick
Moto X3M
You may be on two wheels, but you'll spend most the time airborne in this

fantastic 25-level physics based bike racer.

Explorer Academy: Crack the Code
Adventure, danger, and a thrilling global mission await 12-year-old Cruz
Coronado at the Explorer Academy.

Online Solitaire
Play a game of solitaire every day in the next game in the Cool Logic series!

3 Minute Adventure
Can you make it to the dragon's tea party, and survive? In this short interactive
story.

What's New?

Phaser 3.13.0 Released
This release introduces the Facebook Instant Games Plugin, the new Shape
Game Object, Point Event updates, Camera Shaders and more!

Phaser Editor 1.5.2 Released
The best Phaser IDE gets another update adding features to the texture packer, a
new asset pack editor and more.

Modular Game Worlds in Phaser 3 Part 5
Make a complete physics puzzle platform game in part give of the most
comprehensive, well written and illustrated tutorials on tilemaps.

How to create a turn-based RPG in Phaser 3 Part 2
Learn how to make a turn-based RPG game. In this part you create the battle
scene and fight sequence.

Phaser 3 Particle Editor
A comprehensive GUI for editing all of the various Phaser particle and emitter
properties.

RobotlegsJS Phaser 3 Integration gets boosted
The RobotlegsJS Phaser 3 integration gets a nice community upgrade for this
popular IoC framework.

Phaser 3 Game Development Course
A complete Phaser 3 and JavaScript Game Development package. 9 courses,
119 lessons and over 15 hours of video content. Learn to code and create a huge
portfolio of cross platform games.
Try this 4 course sample for free!

Thank you to these awesome Phaser Patrons who joined us recently:
Matthias Hölzl

Pablo Monteserín
Also, thank you to Jonathan Zweig and Symphony Learning for the donations
:)

Patreon is a way to contribute towards the Phaser project on a monthly basis.
This money is used entirely to fund development costs and is the only reason
we're able to invest so much time into our work. You can also donate via PayPal.
Backers get forum badges, discounts on plugins and books, and are entitled to
free monthly coding support via Slack or Skype.

Dev Log #129
Welcome to a new Dev Log. The first announcement is, of course, the release of
Phaser 3.13. This was the culmination of several weeks worth of updates, as well
as the introduction of some features that have been in development for a month
or so.
The headline features are the new Facebook Instant Games Plugin (more on that
in Dev Log 130), the introduction of the new Shape Game Objects, as featured in
depth in Dev Log 128, some significant updates to Pointer Events with the way
the events flow, and the introduction of support for Camera specific shaders.

Read all about what's new in Phaser 3.13. Of course, there is the comprehensive
Change Log as usual. Thank you to everyone who helped out with this release,
either by opening issues, contributing to the code via pull requests or helping
complete the documentation.
Development of 3.14 has begun already. What? You didn't think I actually get a
break, did you? :) There are a couple of high priority issues I need to focus on
first, including a degenerative bug in Graphics objects rendered to textures and
an issue with certain static tilemap layers having tiles skipped during rendering.
Depending on how complex they are to solve I may release a 3.13.1 update to
address just those two.
I have some clear goals in mind as to what 3.14 will contain, which I outlined in
the previous Dev Log. However, I also want to spend some time knocking the
GitHub issues list in to shape and working on more of the documentation. And it's
the documentation I'm going to discuss this Dev Log. I've been thinking that if I
was to hold a 'Documentation Jam' and provide some easy way for you all to
contribute that perhaps we could blast through it in no-time at all together? So,
that is what's going to happen!

Phaser 3 Doc Jam
Right now there are 3,452 items left to document in Phaser 3. You can see these
when looking at the docs and seeing the text [description] instead of something
useful. It's a placeholder tag, meaning the description is yet to be written and was
put in there so I could easily search for them in the future and fill them in.
When 3.0 was released there were over 15,000 descriptions left to write. Since,
then I've steadily been chipping away (and some of the community too, thank

you) so now we're at a fraction of that total. Equally, every new feature I have
added to Phaser 3 has been fully documented from the start. Literally hundreds of
new properties and methods getting documented. As I worked on large areas,
such as the Camera system, I documented them too.
Even so, there are still those frustrating 3,452 left to go. Ironically, there is 3 times
that number of you reading this newsletter. Add in those who visit the Dev Logs
on the site and there are tens of thousands of us in total. So between us, we
definitely have the numbers to be able to utterly smash the docs in a very short
space of time. The problem is facilitating this. As it stands, in order to contribute
to the docs right now you'd have to fork the main phaser repo, clone it down
locally, search the code for a `[description]` tag, figure out what it does, fill it in
and then submit a pull request. If this is a process you're used to doing all the
time then it doesn't seem that complex. Yet for a lot of you, that's a huge amount
of effort required. The barrier to entry is simply too high.
So I built a web-based interface to remove this barrier and hopefully make it more
approachable. Welcome to the Phaser Doc Jam.

All you need to do to take part is point your browser to docjam.phaser.io. When
the page loads it will randomly pick one of the descriptions that needs writing.
The source code is displayed and the description line highlighted. Take a look at
it. Can you figure out what should be written? Maybe it's a property that needs
describing? Or perhaps a return value from a method? Look at the surrounding
code and see if you can infer the meaning of what's going on. There's a link to
open the file on GitHub if you'd like a better look at it.
If you feel comfortable writing a description then go ahead and put it into the text
area below the code. The more detailed, the better. Also, please take advantage
of the spell-checker built into your browser :) If you need to include a property in
the description then wrap it in backticks. This will ensure it is properly formatted
when the docs are generated.
You can also use basic Markdown if you need. Be careful here, as most the time
it isn't needed. But there are certainly cases when it is, such as linking to support
material, or showing embedded code.
Once you're happy with what you've written, enter your name. This is the name
that will appear in the Phaser Change Log, where we thank and credit
contributors. So feel free to use either your real name, or a GitHub or Twitter
handle.
Finally, you can enter your email address. You don't have to, it's entirely optional,
but in order to incentivise you to take part, I'm turning this into a prize draw :)

Write Docs. Win Prizes!

Everyone who contributes a description, which I then approve, will be
automatically entered into a prize draw. You get one entry into the draw for every
description that is approved.
At the end of November, I will pick 6 winners. The first two will win a $100
Amazon gift voucher each. The remaining 4 will each win a $50 gift voucher.
The vouchers will be sent digitally, in time for you to spend on Christmas
presents :)
If by some magic we manage to complete all of the docs before the end of
November then I'll run the draw early. After the draw is complete the database
holding your email address will be erased. It won't be used for anything other than
contacting you if your entry is selected. The winners will be announced in this
newsletter.
As mentioned, this is entirely optional. If you'd like to just help for the sake of
helping, then you don't need to give your email address at all. However, I feel it
should make what is quite an ardous task at least a little more fun.

What makes a good description?
A good description is clear, concise and informative. If it relates to another part of
the class, for example, a property that has an associated 'set' method, then it's
always helpful to mention this, such as below:

Depending on what the description is, depends on how much detail is required. In
the above example, the lerp property is quite a significant one in the Camera
class, so it has been given a lot of detail. However, here is the description of a
private internal value:

As you can see, it's much more concise. Unlike lots of frameworks Phaser
documents all properties and methods, both public and private.
The vast majority of the missing descriptions are for method parameters. These
generally don't require as much information. For example, look at the example
below for the Camera.fadeIn method:

In most cases, the description simply reinforces what you can generally infer
from the parameter name itself. It's always helpful to state the range of a value if
it's important. Such as maximum values for color channels, or the unit of a
parameter, like mentioning that the duration is in milliseconds.
The biggest and most time-consuming things to document are classes
themselves. They generally require a lot more work to be meaningful and useful. I
have factored this in to the prize draw. So, if you spend time writing a really
detailed and useful class description, then I can choose to make it worth multiple
entries in the draw at my discretion.
If you've any questions about writing the docs or how to use the web site then
please let me know. You can either reply to this email or ping me on Slack or

Discord.
Right now, I'm going to venture back to 3.14 development and will be using the
doc jam website myself to pop new descriptions into Phaser now and again. I
really hope to see your contributions in the approval list :) I know not everyone is
able to participate but this has to be worth trying at least!

The Sublime Text team created a Git client, named it Sublime Merge and it's
freaking beautiful.
BitMidi is an awesome collection of over 100,000 MIDI files and you can now
listen to them all in-browser thanks to Web Audio - or perhaps just listen to this
one? :)
The BBC Computer Literacy Archive is amazing and it'll be gone soon! So grab
your fill of the early days of home computing.

Phaser Releases
Phaser 3.13.0 released September 20th 2018.

Phaser CE 2.11.0 released June 26th 2018.
Please help support Phaser development

Have some news you'd like published? Email support@phaser.io or tweet us.
Missed an issue? Check out the Back Issues page.
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